
New York Healthcare Staffing Agency Conducts Vault Pilot, Finds Better

Turnaround Times and Outstanding Customer Service

A New York-based healthcare staffing agency places travel nurses and allied health professionals in

positions at hospitals across the country. To serve its hospital clients and keep top healthcare candidates,

the agency needs to complete hospitals’ healthcare screening requirements for each job candidate

quickly, efficiently, and accurately.

The Problem

The agency was not satisfied with the customer service and turnaround time of its previous background

screener. Although the agency appreciated the breadth of services their previous screener offered, it was

dissatisfied with how quickly the screenings were completed and how responsive the account

representatives were. The agency struggled to get people to respond to emails. And too often, when the

agency’s employees did receive a response, the screening company’s representative didn’t know or

understand their account. The agency wanted to know whether Vault Health could offer healthcare

screening services that better met its needs.

The Solution

In June 2022, Vault Health Workforce Screening engaged in a background screening trial to compare

Vault’s capabilities with those of the company’s existing background screening vendor. Each company

had 180 healthcare job candidates to run through their programs.

As part of the trial process, Vault Health Workforce Screening’s background screening experts prepared

an analysis of both companies’ performance. The report highlighted the differences between the two

companies, so the healthcare staffing agency could make an informed decision.

The analysis looked at key components affecting overall turnaround time, including a social security

number trace, FACIS (healthcare sanction screening), education check, national criminal searches, and

county/statewide criminal searches. Vault Health Workforce Screening’s service outperformed the

competitor, with Vault’s FACIS and national criminal searches both coming in days faster. Vault’s social

security number search also offered an extra benefit, alerting the agency to potential errors.

The Results

After the trial was complete, the healthcare staffing agency decided to continue working with Vault

Health Workforce Screening, ramping up its volume and transitioning additional services to Vault. Vault

offers the full gamut of workforce screening solutions, including drug and alcohol testing, healthcare

screening, and occupational health services, giving clients the opportunity to use a single vendor for all

their screening needs.

The agency is benefiting from Vault’s industry-leading customer service, with email response times

within 90 minutes and a team approach that ensures that clients can always speak with someone who

knows their account. The agency also enjoys having access to a site success manager who knows the

agency, its background, and its needs, so there is always a knowledgeable Vault Health Workforce

Screening professional available to help.



In addition, Vault is consistently rolling out new products to serve the agency using Vault’s nimble and

flexible approach to customizing background screening services. No matter what the customer’s

background screening needs entail, Vault’s team can design custom solutions to fit a client’s unique

requirements.

Vault Health Workforce Screening understands the healthcare staffing industry and its specific challenges

as agencies seek to place candidates and meet the differing requirements of each hospital. Vault works

hand in hand with its clients to develop programs that work for their needs and their budget. Vault is

constantly evaluating new and creative ways to develop solutions to the most common issues facing

healthcare staffing agencies nationwide.


